RACIAL WIRING DIAGRAM

230V 1PH W/TIME DELAY SHUT DOWN

REVISION HISTORY

REV DESCRIPTION ECN DATE BY APPROVED

1 UPDATED TITLE BLOCK 2/15/11 BC

2 KNA AND BECKETT BURNER SHOWN ON WIRING DIAGRAM 5/4/11 PWL

A UPDATED TITLE BLOCK AND WIRING TO TIMER, 1575900155 5011695 8/29/04 BC DLA

ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAM

For Reference Only

NOTES:

- Micron Transformer Shown. Transformer shown wired for 230V on primary side and 120V on secondary side. Verify the size and wiring configuration of the primary and secondary sides of the transformer per voltages needed.
- Use red contura VM44A switch with green lamp for pump switch. Part No. 6-020241.
- Check component voltages.

WIRE COLOR LEGEND

- ALL WIRES BLACK UNLESS NOTED
- W-WHITE
- G-GREEN
- V-VIOLET